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Until all of us have made it, none of us have made it.
Rosemary Brown
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ABOUT AFRICA LEADERSHIP FORUM

T

he Africa Leadership Forum (ALF), is Africa's premier civil
society and not-for-profit organisation. It grew out of the need to
assist in improving the capacity of African leaders to confront
development challenges.
H.E Olusegun Obasanjo, former Nigerian President, created the Forum in
1988, motivated by widespread and palpable crises of leadership and
management. Part of ALF's mission is to develop leadership activities in
Africa in order to increase productivity of major actors in government,
parliament, business and civil society. In this way, conditions for the
development of the continent in an environment of peace, stability and
security will be created. A range of high level conferences, seminars,
workshops and publications address the quest for effective leadership,
efficient management and enhancement of skills. The establishment of
ALF was not fortuitous. It was in response to a number of very pressing
challenges facing post-independence Africa.
Before the establishment of ALF, there was no serious Africa-led, Africamanaged and Africa-initiated forum where leaders could meet and
exchange experiences with the view to improving their performances.
No less worrying was the difficulty involved in gaining access to relevant
data on issues of national, regional or global importance.
ALF was thus established as an expression of commitment to
contributing in a constructive and positive way to the search for
solutions to some of these problems, by developing leadership
capabilities in Africa in order to increase output in government, the
parliament, the business, the civil society and to create conditions
conducive to the development of the continent in an environment of
peace, stability and security.
One of ALF's significant policy contributions to Africa's development is
the initiation, design and promotion of the Conference on Security,
Stability, Development and Cooperation in Africa (CSSDCA), which
was adopted by the Organisation of Africa Unity (OAU), in year 2000 at
Lome, Togo, during the Assembly of African Heads of State and
Government. To date, ALF remains the first and only civil society
organisation that has performed such a feat. The CSSDCA is a standing
conference that will convene every two years to review the progress
made by African countries as it relates to all the commitments entered
into by them under the CSSDCA.
Also, the Africa Leadership Forum has been in the forefront of working
with and building the capacities of African Women for leadership and
development, which culminated in the creation of Africa Women Forum
(AWF). The forum seeks to identify and establish a medium through
which it can challenge ideas and create networking opportunities. The
AWF has been convened several times in the past years.
ALF's involvement with leadership development spans 22 years'
existence. ALF's workshop alumni have become political and business
leaders in different parts of Africa. In addition to this, ALF has organised
training conferences, workshops and capacity building sessions for
young and old leaders from various walks of life. Moreover, ALF had been
involved in policy advocacy and research activities that have been of
tremendous benefit to both Nigeria and the African continent.

MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
The aims of the Forum are:
a) To encourage the diagnosis, understanding and informed search for
solutions to local, regional and global problems; taking account of their
inter-relationships and mutual consequences, involving both current
and future leaders;
b) To develop, organise and support programmes for the training of able,
capable and promising Africans with leadership potentiality so as to
expose them to the demands, duties and obligations of leadership
positions and to prepare them systematically to assume higher
responsibilities as well as to meet the challenges of an interdependent
world;

c) To generate greater understanding and to enhance the knowledge and
awareness of development and social problems within a global context,
among young potential leaders from all sectors of society, cutting across
national, regional, continental, professional and institutional borders; with a
view to fostering close and enduring relationships as well as promoting lifelong association and co-operation among such potential leaders;
d) To support and encourage the diagnosis and informed search for
appropriate and effective solutions to local and regional African problems
from an African perspective-within the framework of global
interdependence- including consideration of phased action programmes that
can be initiated by various communities, countries, sub-regions and
institutions, drawing on current leaders and decision-makers, scientists and
young persons;
E) To sensitise incumbent leaders and policy makers, the media and the
public at large- both in and outside Africa- on national, regional and global
problems of development, strategy, environment and management in a way
to facilitate their effective contributions to solutions;
f) To harness and utilise the influence and moral authority of leaders
especially the residual influence and moral authority of those not currently
in executive positions, for the settlement of conflicts, reconciliation and
establishment of harmony among African countries;
g) To undertake actions and measures that will promote and sustain
democratic practice and culture in Africa;
h) To disseminate information, ideas, and solutions to problems, work
reports and activities of the Forum; through publication of books, journals,
videos and other means of passing information and knowledge;
i) To assist in the development of the spirit and culture of entrepreneurship,
self-development and job creation; among young professionals, especially
those with an inclination towards interest in business activities;
j) To develop close network, outreach and cooperation with organisations,
institutions and individuals in and out of Africa, with a view to promoting
and enhancing the work of the Forum and for mobilisation and coordination
of efforts and resources.

PROGRAMMES AND ACTIVITIES

T

he Forum pursues its objectives in a variety of ways,
encompassing different approaches and modalities so as to
build and improve on leadership skills, experience and
exposure in all walks of life, such as:
A) Exposing African leaders to recognised and accomplished leaders
from within and outside Africa so as to exchange views in an informal
setting and to partake in their specific experience particularly in an
African environment;
B) Arranging seminars, meetings and face-to-face encounters on
emerging key issues bringing together African leaders in an effort to
focus both on global questions with a direct bearing on Africa and on
problems of a sub-regional or regional character;
C) Organising events in different African countries and at locations
of international organisations, where appropriate, to accomplish a
broad outreach;
D) Disseminating findings and proposals on priority issues so as to
induce decision-makers in Africa and other continents to address the
problems and take appropriate actions;
E) Involving both well-known personalities and the younger
generation, mostly uninducted to international exchanges and cooperation, drawn from a network which will gradually be built
through recommendations and identification by experienced
personalities;
F) Publishing a journal of leadership and development for wide
distribution and circulation amongst Africans and non-Africans. The
journal carries articles and analyses on African or Africa-related
problems and in-depth/detailed interviews with accomplished
leaders.

From The Executive Director

The future is for those who dare!

I

n the over two decades of its existence, the Africa Leadership Forum
(ALF) continues to keep those values that informed its
establishment. We remain committed to development of African
leaders for the present and the future; strengthening democracy and
democratic values through capacity building programmes for
parliamentary staff and legislative interns, while also supporting
entrepreneurship and enterprise development.
In 2011, the period under review, we significantly improved our
programmes and activities to offer beneficiaries the leadership,
management and entrepreneurship skills they require to grow as
individuals and to contribute to the overall growth of the society.
As part of our efforts to strengthen democracy in Nigeria, we organized,
with support from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation
(NORAD), four capacity building workshops for staff of national and
state assemblies during the period under review. The workshops were in
continuation of the series we started in 2010 and focused on
Entrepreneurship and Wealth Creation, Public Security and Safety,
Agriculture and Rural Development, as well as Gender Mainstreaming
and budgeting respectively. A total of 113 parliamentary staff from at least
18 states participated in the four workshops. To complement this, we
continued with our Legislative Internship Programme (LIP) which is
targeted at young Nigerian leaders aspiring to be parliamentarians or
parliamentary staff. Seventy interns participated in the two batches of
the 2011 Legislative Internship Programme.
We also recorded impressive performance at our Entrepreneurship
Development Centre (EDC) Lagos. In its third year of operation, EDC
Lagos has offered entrepreneurship training to over 15, 000 Nigerians. To
support trainees who have no capital for their businesses, the EDC
facilitated loans worth for trainees with bankable business plans. Many
other trainees needed only the management skills necessary to run their
businesses and required no financial intervention from EDC, Lagos.
Regardless of business size or source of funding, our Business
Development Services Department (BDS) has continued to offer
guidance to graduate trainees. The impact of these interventions on the
nation's economy has been very encouraging.

Mr. Ayodele Aderinwale, MFR
I am excited that, in collaboration with the Kenya Institute
of Management (KIM), we successfully organised our
second African Governance, Leadership and Management
Convention held from 2nd to 5th August, 2011, in
Mombasa, Kenya. The convention, themed '“Harnessing
Business Growth and Human Development in Africa in the
21st Century: Claiming the Second Decade”, brought
together an array of key stakeholders from the organised
private sector across Africa, key African leaders and policy
makers, joined by other professionals from a broad range of
development concern to chart a new course for Africa's
growth in the 21st Century. The convention was graced by
globally acclaimed African leaders as H.E Thabo Mbeki,
former President of South Africa, and Chief Obasanjo,
former President of Nigeria, along with H.E Kalonzo
Steven Musyoka, the Vice President of Kenya. The leaders
provided the much need guidance that encouraged
deliberations and forged the outcomes of the meeting.

Despite the commitment and relentless efforts of our staff and faculty, I
recognise that much of what we achieved at EDC Lagos in 2011 can be
attributed to collaboration with principal partners such as the National
Economic Reconstruction Fund (NERFUND), Bank of Industries, Great
Nigeria Insurance, DIVCON Educational Foundation, a private
educational outfit, Amazon Project Initiative Organization, a nongovernmental organization, Spark School of Entrepreneurship, Lagos,
Foundation for Skills Development, Ikeja, Lagos, a skill acquisition We closed the year on a high note when we partnered with
organisation, Lead City University, Ibadan and the Nigerian Armed the Melody for Dialogue among Civilizations Association
(MDACA) to organize an Africa regional conference on
Forces Resettlement Centre, Lagos (NAFRC).
water. The conference, held in Ota, Nigeria from November
These partnerships gave further impetus for EDC Lagos to pursue its goal 30 to December 1, was part of the on-going efforts aimed at
of not only promoting entrepreneurship but also serving as a platform for increasing stakeholders' collaboration on water
interaction between the public and private sectors in order to address the sustainability in Africa. One of the exciting outcomes of
challenges facing enterprise development in Nigeria. As a result, EDC that meeting was the establishment of the Africa Water
Lagos launched a Quarterly Lecture Series with the maiden lecture held Focus Group (AWFG) to serve as a conduit pipe for the
on July 27, 2011. The thematic thrust of the lecture was “The Impact of integration of Africa's water management needs to the
Multiple Taxation on Enterprise Development in Nigeria: Need for a Global Water Agenda.
Rethink”. It provided an opportunity for the EDC and other stakeholders
to press for reforms in Nigeria's tax system that will encourage As pleased as we are with our 2011 performance, I am
entrepreneurship and position it as a key contributor to Nigeria's optimistic that 2012 will be an even better year.
economic growth.
Ayodele Aderinwale, MFR
Executive Director

PARLIAMENTARY SUPPORT
PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

I

n furtherance of its support to the development of
sustainable democratic institutions and promotion of good
governance in Nigeria and Africa at large, the ALF instituted
the Parliamentary Support Programme under the aegis of its
Parliamentary Support Institute of Nigeria (PSIN).
With support from the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
through the Royal Norwegian Embassy in Nigeria, ALF is
expected to deliver a total of 12 workshops between 2010 and
2012. Each of the workshops has been dedicated to a specific
theme. It is expected that an estimated 360 technical competent
and professionally committed parliamentary support staff of
various Nigerian parliaments would have been trained at the end
of the project in 2012.

OBJECTIVES
The programme focuses on five (5) strategic areas in which the
organisation works. These include;
1. To serve as a stable resource centre for Nigerian Parliaments:
Parliamentarians and the parliamentary support staff;
2. To facilitate research and other documentary exercises that
would support and enhance parliamentary development;
3. To provide relevant information and training to Nigerian
Parliamentarians and the parliamentary support staff on a
continuous basis.
4. To expose Nigerian Parliamentarians to best practices in
legislation and functional networking framework and linkages with
lawmakers in Africa and other parts of the world.
5. To facilitate interaction and engagement with civil society in
Nigeria.

CAPACITY BUILDING
WORKSHOPS
In 2011, the ALF, in collaboration with the Norwegian Embassy,
organised four capacity building workshops under the
Parliamentary Support Programme. Each workshop focused on
a specific area of concern to Nigeria's development. They
included workshops on Entrepreneurship and Wealth
Creation; Public Security and Safety; Agriculture and Rural
Development; Gender Mainstreaming and budgeting.
WORKSHOP ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND WEALTH CREATION

The third workshop in the series of the 12 five-day Capacity
Building Workshop for Parliamentary Support Staff of
National and State Assemblies was dedicated to issues on
Entrepreneurship and Wealth Creation. The workshop was
held between 20th and 26th of February 2011 at the ALF
International Conference Centre, Ota. A total of 15 participants
from 7 states took part in the workshop which was dedicated to
issues on Public Security and Safety. Eight of the participants
were male while seven were female.

Participants also noted that the harmonization of tax regime affecting
SMEs and Micro Enterprises will encourage entrepreneurship and
boost economic growth.
They also called for the enactment of a law mandating compulsory
Entrepreneurship Training as a prerequisite for application and
utilisation of loans from commercial and other formal lending agencies
as well as the creation of Industrial Research and Development
Support Fund (IRDS) to be accessed by private and public institutions
involved in Industrial Research and Development
Participants noted that the workshop presents a window of
opportunity for parliamentary support staff to contribute their quota
in the development of SMEs in Nigeria. This they can do providing
legislative support in terms of research and understanding for their
principals (lawmakers) on key issue areas.
Network of Parliamentary Staff on Entrepreneurship and
Wealth Creation

7 States cutting across the North East (2 States), North Central (1 State), SouthEast(1State)andtheSouthWest(3States)participatedintheWorkshop

A Network of Parliamentary Support Staff on Entrepreneurship and
Wealth Creation was formed at the end of the five day resourceful
workshop. The Network elected as its Chairman, Barr. Hinna,
Muhammad Ismail (Gombe State House of Assembly), Mrs.
Nwakakwa Sarah Okwunwa (Anambra State House of Assembly) as
Vice Chairman and Titiloye C. Kayode (Osun State House of
Assembly), Muhammad Alfa Ndagi (Kogi State House of Assembly) as
Secretary and Public Relations Officer respectively. The group
committed to a Network project which is aimed at engaging the
SMEDAN at the State levels on their activities and see ways they can be
assisted for optimal performance.

Faculty
The workshop had leaders in the field of finance, entrepreneurship,
business management, political science, public administration as
facilitators. They included Mrs. Bunmi Lawson, Managing
Director/Chief Executive Officer, ACCION Microfinance Bank
Limited, Ayo Salako of the Nigeria Association of Small and
Medium Enterprises (NASME), Mr. Akin Akintola of the
Community for Development etc.
Sessions at the workshop focused on the following issues;
A. Understanding Entrepreneurship and Wealth creation
B. The Importance of Entrepreneurship
C. Factors affecting Entrepreneurial Development in Nigeria
D. Analysis of Nigerian Investment Climate
E. Legislative Gap
Conclusions and Recommendations
At the end of the workshop, participants noted areas which require
legislative intervention in order to encourage entrepreneurship and
boost small and medium scale enterprises. It was observed that a
review of the existing legal frameworks should focus on making
them more SME-friendly.
Participants identified the law establishing the Small and Medium
Enterprises Development Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN) for review
with a recommendation that the agency’s activities should be
decentralized for it to have greater impact on Nigerians in local
communities.

Cross section of participants in the workshop on Public Security and Safety

WORKSHOP ON PUBLIC SECURITY AND SAFETY
The fourth workshop in the series of the 12 five-day Capacity
Building Workshop for Parliamentary Support Staff of National and
State Assemblies was dedicated to issues on Public Security and
th
th
Safety. The workshop was held between 20 and 26 of March 2011
at the ALF International Conference Centre, Ota. A total of 39
participants from 12 states took part in the workshop which was
dedicated to issues on Public Security and Safety. There were 30 male
and 9 female participants.

Another legislative intervention suggested by participants was the
harmonization of the activities of agencies such as the National
Directorate of Employment (NDE), National Poverty Alleviation
Programme (NAPEP), technology incubation centres and other
employment opportunity centres. The harmonization will make
service delivery more effective as it will be targeted at communities
which need the services.

12 States cutting across the North East (2 States), North Central (3 States),
South-South (3 States) and the South West (4 States) participated in the
Workshop.

trends and assess their possible impact on our security
with a view to anticipating and proactively outlining
policy initiatives, technical solutions and security
coordination requirements for the mitigation of identified
threats, and exploitation of opportunities, posed by such
technologies and trends will help address largely the
concerns of cybercrime.

Faculty
The workshop was facilitated by some of the leading
professionals and experts on issues of Public Security and
Safety in Nigeria. These included Col. Kayode Are (Rtd),
former National Security Adviser and former Director of
Department of State Security; Sunday Ehindero (Rtd), a
Former Inspector General of Police; Dr. Ona Ekhomu CFE,
CPP, President, School of Management and Security,
Lagos; Hon. Ade Adegbenjo, Former Member, House of
Representative, Federal Republic of Nigeria; and a host of
others.
Highlights from the Technical Sessions
Below are some of the major issues addressed in the
workshop;
A.EnhancingPublicSecurityandSafety;RoleofSecurityAgencies
The sessions x-rayed the constitutional roles prescribed
for various government institutions like the military, the
police, the SSS and the intelligence agencies working in
concert to protect the lives and possessions of the citizens.
To these groups must be added National Emergency
Management Agency NEMA, The Custom Services, The
Immigration Services, the National Security and Civil
Defence Corps, the Prison Services, the Federal Road
Safety Corps, the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency
and the Fire Service. Of all these agencies, it was noted that
the Nigeria Police remains a principal agency for crime
control and law enforcement in Nigeria.

C.TheEconomicsofPublicSecurity
It was noted that security remains a fundamental good
without which societies can hardly function and proper. It
was therefore reiterated at the workshop that investment
in security is beneficial since its results in the prevention
and reduction of damage to life and properties and a better
resilience to quick and recovery from a security incident. It
was also noted that adequate security enhances citizen's
confidence and the general welfare of society. Yet, benefits
reaped from security are somewhat intangible and not
easy to measure, because the cost savings from prevented
and avoided security breaches cannot be directly observed
since such breaches never occurred.
It was however pointed out that spending on security has
a positive effect on the overall industrial and technological
base of society while contributing to economic wealth in
the long-run.
Network of Parliamentary Staff on Public Security and
Safety
A Network of Parliamentary Support Staff on Public
Security and Safety was formed at the end of the five day
resourceful workshop. The Network elected as its
Chairman, Mr. Ocheme Ali (Kogi State House of
Assembly), Mrs. Olubunmi Are (Oyo State House of
Assembly) as Vice Chairman and Mr. Bassey Umoren
(Akwa Ibom State House of Assembly), Taiwo Akintunde
(Thisday Newspapers) as Secretary and Public Relations
Officer respectively.
The group committed to the “Enactment of a Bill on
Community Policing” at State levels as their Group Action
Plan project”. This was premised on the need to ensure a
coordinated and effective community policing structures
to complement the activities of the security agencies at the
State level. Furthermore, it is expected the project will
help to sensitise the citizens on their role as active
stakeholders in security of lives and properties

B.CybercrimeandPublicSecurity
Nigeria is perceived as one of the major players in global
cybercrime, taking an unenviable place behind countries
like USA and the United Kingdom.
Participants observed that the fight against cybercrime is
crucial as it is fast replacing cultism and promoting
prostitution in various tertiary institutions and amongst
young people generally. This, it was stated poses a great
security concern and risk for the country. The need to
think through policies, procedures and methodologies
remains of utmost importance in combating the scourge.
It was concluded that a review current and emerging ICT

Group Photograph of participants with ALF Executive Director, Ayodele
Aderinwale, MFR

WORKSHOP ON AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Faculty

The fifth workshop in the series of the 12 five-day Capacity
Building Workshop for Parliamentary Support Staff of
National and State Assemblies was dedicated to issues on
Agriculture and Rural Development. The workshop was held
between 4th and 10th of September 2011 at the ALF International
Conference Centre, Ota.

The workshop was graced by leading names in the field of
Agricultural economics management social services and agribusiness etc.

The five day workshop was kicked off by an Opening remarks
by the Deputy Director/Chief of Programmes of Africa
Leadership Forum, Dr. Olumide Ajayi. He welcomed
participants and traced the history of the PSIN and the
rationale behind the series of the workshop which they are
taking part in largely due to the partnership of the Norwegian
Agency for Development Cooperation.
Participants
A total of 29 participants from 13 states took part in the
workshop which was dedicated to issues on Agriculture and
Rural Development. There were 20 male and 9 female
participants.

They included Prof. Peter Adebola Okuneye of the Department
of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, Federal
University of Agriculture, Abeokuta, Mr. Solomon Enebi
Agamah, Managing Director/CEO, Farms To Market Synergies
Limited, Abuja, and Prof. Victor Olusegun Okoruwa, Head of
Department, Agricultural Economics, University of Ibadan.
Highlights from the Technical Sessions
The main objective of the workshop was to bring to the
consciousness of participants the reality of the Nigerian
agricultural and rural sector and to fashion out legislative
approaches/solutions to addressing some of the challenges
bedeviling the sector.
This was the premise upon which the sessions were designed and
presentations delivered by the resource person. Below is a
highlight of the deliberations during the workshop.
A) Overview of the Nigeria Agricultural and Rural Sector
The workshop reviewed the Nigerian Agricultural environment
and noted that Nigeria is richly endowed with the natural
resources necessary for agricultural production
.
It was also noted that agriculture has been a major source of
export revenue earnings for the country with about 40 percent
contribution to the non-oil GDP since the beginning of this
decade.
However, it was noted that the Nigeria's agricultural sector has
been growing at a very low rate with less than 50% of the
country's cultivable agricultural land under cultivation at the
moment.
B) Development Agendas in the Agricultural and Rural
sectors since independence till date

13 States cutting across the North West (2 States), North Central (2 States), South-East (1
State), South West (6 States) and the South South (2 States) Participated in the Workshop.

In response to the dwindling performance of agriculture in the
country, governments have, over the decades, within
development plans and the national budgets, initiated policies
aimed at strengthening the agricultural sector.
Captured through the establishment of schemes, institutions and
programmes to address and deliver government's intentions in
the sector such as Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund
(ACGSF), Small and Medium Enterprises Equity Investment
Scheme (SMEEIS), Refinancing and Rediscounting Facility
(RRF), Agricultural Credit Support Scheme (ACSS), Large Scale
Agricultural Credit Scheme (LASACS), Supervised Agricultural
Loans Board, Nigerian Agricultural, Cooperative and Rural
Development Bank (NACRDB), River Basin Development
Authority (RBDA).

GENDER MAINSTREAMING AND BUDGETING
In furtherance of its delivery of the series of the 12 five-day
Capacity Building Workshop for Parliamentary Support Staff
of National and State Assemblies, the sixth workshop was
devoted to issues on Gender Mainstreaming and Budgeting.
The workshop was held between 30 October and November 5,
2011 at the ALF International Conference Centre, Ota.
A total of 30 participants from 10 states took part in the
workshop which was dedicated to issues on Public Security
and Safety. There were 16 male and 14 female participants.
Contribution of Agriculture to GDP (Source: Central Bank of Nigeria,
Statistical Bulletin several issues

Suggestions, Recommendations and Conclusions
The following are recommendations made at the end of the
workshop;
i. Increased government expenditure on agriculture: Adequate
budgetary provision and releases should be made to fund
policy initiatives. Budget allocation to agriculture has been
historically low as earlier identified. There is thus an urgent
need to increase budgetary allocation according to the CAADP
target and ensure it is fully and properly executed with strong
emphasis, for a start, on rural development as most of Nigeria's
farmers reside in the rural areas and gain their livelihood from
the farm and other rural-based economic activities.

10 States cutting across the North West (1 State), North Central (2 States), SouthEast (1 State), South West (4 States) and the South South (2 States) participated
in the Workshop.

ii. Clarified roles for the three tiers of government in
agriculture service delivery: With a federal system of
government, Nigeria faces the challenges of defining roles and
responsibilities of each tier of government with respect to
public services and investment. However, these roles should
be clarified to reduce overlaps and gaps in agricultural
interventions to improve efficiency and effectiveness.
iii. Increased efforts on encouraging processed agricultural
exports: Government should continue to encourage the export
of agricultural produce but with emphasis shifting from raw
agricultural produce to processed agricultural products that
will add more value to the workers and economy. The
government can help ensure increased flow of resources for the
rehabilitation of what used to be our traditional agricultural
exports, if not to export, at least to reduce the importation of
products like vegetable oil and rice.
Network of Parliamentary Staff on Agriculture and Rural
Development
A Network of Parliamentary Support Staff on Agriculture and
Rural Development was created at the end of the five day
workshop. The Network elected as its Chairman, Barr.
Tolulope Chukwu (Rivers State House of Assembly), Mr.
Emeka Obiekezie (Anambra State House of Assembly) as Vice
Chairman and Saadu H. Iya (Kebbi State House of Assembly),
Ogunmosunle Bankole (Ekiti State House of Assembly) as
Secretary and Public Relations Officer respectively.
The group committed to the a Network project which is aimed
at championing the resuscitation and revitalization of the
Young Farmer's Club in secondary schools across the country
through a motion to be passed at the State Assemblies across
the country.

Faculty
The workshop had in attendance frontline gender
professionals who took turns to facilitate various sessions on
the theme of the workshop. The gender experts and specialists
were joined by select professionals in issues relating to the
legislature to provide the resource base for the general issues.
The faculty included Dr. Omowumi Akin-Onigbinde of
Citizenship Education & Women Empowerment Initiative,
Ibadan, Amy I. Okekunle, Kudirat Initiative for Democracy,
Lagos, Ada Agina-Ude, Executive Director, Gender &
Development Action (GADA), Lagos and a host of others.
Highlights from the Technical Sessions
The workshop on Gender mainstreaming and budgeting was
convened to give the much needed knowledge, tools and skills
required to strengthen gender mainstreaming in respective
legislatures in Nigeria.
Participants at the workshop were introduced to several
aspects of gender budgeting and mainstreaming such as gender
analysis and its frameworks; international legal and policy
frameworks relating to gender, national and regional

instruments for gender, gender-related violence, and Gender
Responsive Budgeting. Guided by the facilitators, participants
reviewed gender mainstreaming and budgeting in Nigeria and
concluded that parliamentary staffs have a key role to play in ensuring
that the budgeting process in Nigeria is responsive to gender
considerations.
Network of Parliamentary Staff on Gender related issues
A Network of Parliamentary Support Staff gender related issues was
created at the end of the five day workshop. The Network elected as its
Chairman, Samuel Shiaka Atumiye (Kogi State House of Assembly),
Mrs. Bisi Adetifa (Oyo State House of Assembly) as Vice Chairman
and Efuwape Samuel (Ogun State House of Assembly), Olawuni
Oladele (Oyo State House of Assembly) as Secretary and Public
Relations Officer respectively.
The group committed to a Network project which is aimed at
providing a resourceful base for gender related matters across their

$ To facilitate a more coordinated approach to training of
parliamentarians in Nigeria.
$ Provide opportunity for young leaders to sharpen their
skills in participatory democratic governance;
$ Expose young Nigerian men and women to the workings
of the parliament;
$ Encourage young Nigerians to consider a parliamentary
career as future parliamentarians support staff.

LIP: Batch A 2011
Engineered by its vision to acquaint young Nigerians with
parliamentary structures and processes, the ALF, empowered
by the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation,
organized a 2-day briefing/orientation workshop between
July 3 and 4, 2011. The briefing held in the ALF Plaza, Ota,
Ogun State, is in the words of the participants, “insightful and
satisfying which has increased their understanding of
parliamentary processes and procedures”.
Forty participants represented 18 states of the federation and
Abuja, covering the six geographical zones of the country,
made up the workshop.

Legislative
Internship
Programme
Introduction
The Legislative Internship Programme (LIP) is designed to provide
young Nigerians the opportunity to acquaint themselves with
parliamentary structures and processes with a view to encourage
them to consider parliamentary career either as future
parliamentarians or parliamentary support staff.
The LIP is a three-phase programme consisting of a 2-day Briefing
and Orientation Workshop, a 21-day attachment within 60 days
with Legislative Assemblies and a 2-day Debriefing and Experience
Sharing Workshop.
The 2-day Briefing/Orientation session is designed to provide the
interns the theoretical understanding of the evolution of Parliament,
its functions, structures and processes. This is to provide a base
knowledge for the interns before embarking on their internship
with the respective state Houses of Assembly.
Thereafter, the interns are attached to various State Houses of
Assembly and the National Assembly, depending on the residency of
the participant, for 21-day attachment training. During this period,
interns are engaged in all aspects of the work of the Assembly under
the tutelage of a “legislative mentor”. Upon completion of the
attachment, interns submit a report and activity log book. Another
2-day Debriefing/Experience Sharing workshop terminates the
internship programme on an annual basis.
The ALF is expected to deploy Six LIP programmes over the next
three years with an estimated 180 young Nigerians to be engaged in a
robust, educative, interactive and informative sessions in order to
groom and provide them the platform that will deepen their
understanding of parliamentary undertakings.
Workshop Objectives
Interns are given maximum exposure in legislative matters. The
workshop is designed to;
$ To encourage and develop the interest of the successor
generation in legislative activities as the basis for sustenance of
democratic ideals;

Resource Persons
The faculty for the briefing workshop was made up of erudite scholars
in the field of Political Science, Public Administration, Academics and
management consultants including;
A) Prof. Abubakar Momoh - Senior Lecturer, Lagos State University,
Ojoo
B) Sen. Olurunnimbe Mamora - Former. Deputy Minority Leader, 6th
Senate National Assembly
C) Mr. Kayode Samuel - Visiting Fellow, Institute of Commonwealth
Studies, United Kingdom
D) Dr. Mojeed Alabi - Former Speaker, Osun State House of Assembly
E) Abiola Sanusi - Principal Consultant, Riplington and Associate,
Abuja
F) Mr. Isaac Olaluwoye - Fmr. Director of Legislative Management,
OSHA
Debriefing and Experience Sharing Workshop (October 16 19,
2011)
After the conclusion of the mandatory 21 day internship with various
states Houses of Assembly, Participants returned for the Two-day
Debriefing and Experience Sharing Workshop. The Workshop has
been designed to provide an avenue for participants to share their
experiences and lesson learnt with their colleagues and the organisers
alike.
Participants Workshop Assessment
Participants were requested to fill Workshop Assessment Form to
review the programme. After going through the form, a statistical
analysis of their responses was made. Based on the participant's
response, it would be observed that the participants were highly
impressed and greatly satisfied with almost all the sessions of the
project.
95% of the participants rated the quality of the workshop as excellent
in terms of organization, content and relevance, while 97% of the
participants rated the workshop as excellent in terms of exposure,
experiences and knowledge acquired.

Participants Comments
·

“The quality of the workshop is satisfying. The
workshop has given me more insights on leadership
and volunteerism. Generally, I have gained more
knowledge and more values have been added to my
life.”
·

“The workshop is a very good attempt to educate the
youth on the need to build a better Nigeria from the one
we now live in and correct the wrongs of their
predecessors.”
·

“There would not have been a better workshop
than this. Great job from and by the ALF Management.
General remark and assessment - EXCELLENT.”
·

“The workshop is excellent. The resource persons
are well versed and wonderful.”

Distribution of Interns by State
·

“The workshop is a very welcome initiative for young
Nigerians. The quality of facilitators is superb; the
internship itself is an eye opener. It is a very
commendable programme.”
·

“LIP is a good and infact commendable programme
that empowers youths in all areas of life by giving
them the much need
“KNOWLEDGE/ENLIGHTMENT”. U an really
impressed and motivated by the programme. I believe
it should be sustained.”
·

Distribution of Interns by Geo-Political Zones

“It was educating and created more awareness to
the interns about legislation. It created more avenues
for interns to get to know more about their houses of
assembly and the workshop was satisfactory.”
·

·

“It's a very good workshop that will bring change
in Nigeria.”
“This initiative is the best thing that can happen
to any young Nigerian whether or not taking a career
in parliament course it breeds the inner part of youth
to become an active citizen participating in governance,
embracing change and devise, proffer positive solutions
to the betterment of the society at large. The quality,
great, value, immeasurable.”

LIP: Batch B 2011
The two-day briefing/orientation workshop for the Batch B of the 2011 Legislative Internship Programme was held
between October 23 and 26, 2011. The workshop, held at the ALF Plaza, Ota, Ogun State, exposed participants to
different sessions relating to the workings of the parliament. As one of the participants noted, “it's a must attend
workshop for anyone who has a parliamentary dream either as a future parliamentarian or parliamentary support staff ”.
Participants were treated to a pot-pourri of sessions that treated every aspect of the workshop objectives. The highlight
of the briefing workshop was a Mock Parliamentary Session which was led by Prof. (Hon) Mojeed Alabi as Speaker and
participants playing all other major roles as majority leader, minority leader, Clerks at Table, Sergeant at Arms and
Honourable members all debating for or against the governments' planned removal of fuel subsidies.
34 participants represented 10 states of the federation and Abuja, covering the six geographical zones of the country,
made up the workshop.

Distribution of Interns by State
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Entrepreneurship Development Centre (EDC), Lagos
Overview
To deal with Nigeria's development challenges on a sustainable basis, an
entrepreneurial citizenship becomes imperative. With this in view the
Central Bank of Nigeria in 2008, conceived the idea of Entrepreneurship
Development Centres as a response mechanism to youth unemployment and
pervasive poverty.
Given the success story of ALF on youth development programmes and its
over 20 years track record in grooming the successor generation for
economic and political growth, ALF was engaged to implement the
programme in the South West region of the country.
The Centre conducts the following training programmes; Graduate and
Non-Graduate Scheme, Executive Entrepreneurship Development
Programme, GET-IT, E-Corps and PRED. Others are; Entrepreneurship
Outreach Training Sensitisation and Orientation Training, Occasional
Seminar (Branding), Mentoring Session, Artisans Entrepreneurship
Development Training, Free Business Seminar and Niger Delta
Entrepreneurship Development Training.
In 2011, three years after the programme kicked off, the Entrepreneurship
Development Centre, Lagos had a total of 5,819 trainees from 123 batches of
12 sets of trainings, which include Graduate and Non-Graduate Schemes,
GET-IT, E-Corps, and PRED. In the same year, the Centre certified 91
business plans, rendered 5,040 business advisory services to entrepreneurs,
counselled 14,410 clients and forwarded 186 business plans to funding
agencies, recording 185 field visits in the process.

Table Showing Performance Of EDC, Lagos
Highlights of EDC Activities
Small Business Radio Pilot Programme Tagged 'Sayedero'
The Entrepreneurship Development Centre, Lagos in its effort to reach out to its
target audience continued sponsorship for the small business radio programme
tagged 'Sayedero'. The radio project handled by AFRINET aired on major radio

(South-West) had an interactive session with EDC, Lagos'
stations in the South-West. The programme featured a

trainees on the 10th of February, 2011 while another

segment on the award prizes to business plan competition

official, Mr. Isiyemi Ayodeji, met with the trainees on the

winners. Recordings of the programme were undertaken

30th of March, 2011. The sessions gave the trainees an

in Oshogbo, Abeokuta, Lagos and Ibadan.

opportunity to familiarize themselves with the operations
of the BOI, understand the relationship that exist between

Improved partnership

the BOI and SMEs and learn about the BOI's conditions

In 2011, EDC Lagos collaborated with several
organisations to improve its enrolment drive as well as

and procedure of loan application.
Loan disbursement to trainees

quality of service delivery. The organisations included;

During the period under review, several trainees of

DIVCON Educational Foundation, a private educational

EDC, Lagos benefitted from loans granted by various

outfit, Amazon Project Initiative Organization, a non-

partners of the EDC. For instance, in April 2011,

g overnmental organization, Spark School of

officials of the National Economic Reconstruction

Entrepreneurship, Lagos, Foundation for Skills

Fund (NERFUND) presented a total of N10, 630, 000

Development, Ikeja, Lagos, a skill acquisition

in loans to eight clients of the EDC, Lagos.

organization, Lead City University, Ibadan and the
Nigerian Armed Forces Resettlement Centre, Lagos

Quarterly Lecture Series

(NAFRC). The partnerships not only provided

Driven by the need to have focused discussions on issues

opportunity to reach the women, the youth (below 30

affecting entrepreneurship in Nigeria, the

years) and the underserved, (who ordinarily would not

Entrepreneurship Development Centre (EDC), Lagos,

have participated in the Centre-based programmes) but

launched a quarterly lecture Series in 2011. The maiden

also served as a tool to facilitate productivity in the

edition of the lecture series was held on the 27th of July,

informal sector.

2011 at the EDC, Lagos complex.

Experience Sharing Sessions
In recognition of the role of mentorship in business, EDC
Lagos initiated experience sharing sessions which brought
together successful business owners and budding
entrepreneurs. The objective of the sessions was to create
opportunities for trainees to interact with such
accomplished entrepreneurs in order to learn from them.
One such session was held on Thursday, 3 February, 2011
and featured Mr. Kamoru Adeyemo the CEO of Optimal
Crown, a chain of barber's shops in Lagos. Mr Adeyemo
shared his knowledge of the business with 24 trainees. He
advised the trainees to adapt key lessons learnt from his
experience to their different businesses.
Interactive Sessions with EDC, Lagos' Trainees
To provide a networking platform between EDC trainees
and the Bank of Industries, regular interactive sessions
were organised in the period under review. Mr. Shuaibu
Olaitan, Director of Operations of Bank of Industries

The lecture which had its theme as “The Impact of
Multiple Taxation on Enterprise Development in Nigeria:
Need for Rethink” presented a platform where challenges
and issues bordering around multiple taxation of small and
medium businesses by government agencies were
thoroughly examined from the perspectives of revenue
generation need of government and the attendance
burden on small and medium businesses in Nigeria. It was
attended by various stakeholders in the enterprise
development including officials of the Central Bank of
Nigeria led by the Director of Development Finance, Mr
Paul Eluhaiwe, policymakers, entrepreneurs, investors as
well as taxation and financial experts. Mr. Lere Baale, the
Director/CEO of Business School Netherlands chaired
the event while Rev. Isaac Agoye, Chairman of the
Manufacturers' Association of Nigeria, delivered the lead
lecture. Mrs. Bimpe Balogun of Saffron Professional
Services and Mr. Ohagwa Innocent, the Regional
Controller, Federal Inland Revenue Service, were in
attendance as the first and second discussants respectively.

VOTER
CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT IN NIGERIA
EDUCATION ON

As a build up to the 2011 general elections in Nigeria, the ALF was retained by the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) to implement the Voter Education on the Amendments of the Constitution Relating to the
Elections Project in the South-South geo-political zone.
The project was conceived by the UNDP to enlighten citizens on the changes in the Constitution as they affect elections in
Nigeria. This was part of the UNDP Democratic Governance for Development Project in Nigeria designed to help
develop the capacity of national and sub-national institutions, networks and processes, whether governmental or nongovernmental, as a contribution to the further entrenchment of democratic governance in Nigeria.
Financial support for the project was made available through a joint donor fund established to provide assistance to the
Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) and civil society organizations working on the 2011 elections.
Contributors to this fund were the European Commission, the UK Department for International Development (DFID),
the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP).

In line with its mandate, the ALF organized several activities across key locations in South-South Nigeria. Among such
activities was a series of Dialogues held at three centres in the South-South.
The first of the Dialogues was the Port Harcourt Dialogue held at The Dannic Hotel, Port Harcourt, Rivers State. The
Dialogue was attended by 46 participants representing NGOs, CBOs, FBOs, the media, political parties and other
stakeholders. Two renowned policy experts, Dr Sofiri Peterside and Mr Kayode Samuel were resource persons at the
sessions which focused on Electoral Processes and Democracy; INEC and the conduct of elections; Political Parties
and the Conduct of Party Primaries; and Electoral Offences, Petitions and Tribunals.
The Calabar Dialogue was held at the Mirage Hotel, Calabar, Cross River State and had 51 participants drawn from
Akwa Ibom and Cross River states. Dr Musa Abutudu of the Department of Political Science, University of Benin, Edo
State, was the lead resource person at the Dialogue which provided insight into issues of liberal democracy, the place of
elections in strengthening democratic rule and the need for stakeholders' involvement in democratic processes.
The last of the three Dialogues was held in Benin, Edo State. The Benin City Dialogue was attended by 49 participants
drawn from Delta and Edo states. It was held at The Excalibur Hotel and focused on political party reforms, stakeholder
involvement in electoral processes, the roles of the judiciary and security agencies in electoral processes, the bandwagon
effect, among other issues. The session was guided by Dr Abubakar Momoh of the Department of Political Science,
Lagos State University.

Following the 3 One-Day Dialogues, a workshop was organized in Calabar, Cross River State, where participants were
exposed to the relevant sections of the reviewed constitution as it impacts on their effective participation in the electoral
process. The participants were drawn from Edo, Delta, Cross River, Akwa Ibom, Bayelsa and Rivers states and represented
NGOs, CBOs, FBOs, the media, security agencies, political parties and organizations with special interests. The importance
of active participation and the implications for governance processes at the local, state and federal level were at the centre
of the workshop's objectives. One of the very important activities during the workshop was the conduct of a mock election
which afforded participants the opportunity to practically go through the processes and procedure for the conduct of a free
and fair election.
The capacity building workshop was followed closely by a series of Multi-stakeholder Town Hall Meetings held in Port
Harcourt (Rivers State), Calabar (Cross River State), Asaba (Delta State), Yenagoa (Bayelsa State), and Benin (Edo State). A
total of 989 people, many of them women, participated in the townhall meetings across the five centres. Yenogoa and
Calabar centres recorded the most number of participants with each having 208 attendees. Port Harcourt, Asaba and Edo
had 196, 202 and 175 participants respectively.

2nd Africa Governance, Leadership and Management Convention
The 2nd Africa Governance, Leadership and
Management Convention 2011 jointly
convened by the Africa Leadership Forum
and the Kenya Institute of Management, was
conceived as an assembly of the topmost
leaders and minds in the triad of governance,
leadership and management in Africa.
The overall objective of the convention,
themed '“Harnessing Business Growth and
Human
Development in Africa in the 21st Century: Claiming the Second Decade,” was to facilitate a platform where the
organised private and public sectors can interact, share experience and agree on requisite frameworks and strategies for
accelerating sustainable development processes in
Africa.
The convention, which held at the Sarova Whitesands Mombasa, Kenya between 2nd and 5th of August 2011, was
attended by some 150 participants from 15 African countries. It brought together an array of key stakeholders from the
organised private sector across Africa, key African leaders and policy makers, joined by other professionals from a broad
range of development concern. H.E. Kalonzo Steven Musyoka, Vice President, Republic of Kenya, declared the
convention open, while the ALF Founding Chairman, H.E. Chief Olusegun Obasanjo, former President of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria and Patron of the Convention, delivered the keynote address. The convention also benefitted
immensely from the instructive contributions of H.E. Thabo Mbeki, former President of South Africa. Also in
attendance were the United Nations Assistant Secretary General /Director of the UNDP Regional Bureau of Africa,
Dr. Gettu Tegegnewok, Dr. Kamal El Kheshen, Vice President Sector Operations of the African Development Bank
and a host of other renowned professionals from Africa's private and public sectors.

Sessions at the convention focused on issues relating to
trade and regional integration in Africa, conflict
management and nation building; the fight against
corruption as a poverty reduction agenda; the role of the
private sector in harnessing business growth, human
development and integration in Africa; the challenges of
governance; Africa traditional Conflict Resolution and
peace building; etc.
The convention also featured a Live Panel Telecast on
“The role of the private sector in harnessing business
growth, human development and integration in Africa”. The panel of discussants included H.E Olusegun Obasanjo,
H.E Thabo Mbeki, Dr. Tegenework Gettu, H.E Erastus Mwencha, Dr. Khamal El Khesen and Mr. Paulo Gomes. The
highly interactive and engaging discussion was broadcast live on four terrestrial and Satellite TV Stations in East Africa.
Another highpoint for the convention was the organisation of a charity golf tournament at the Nyali Golf Club to raise
funds in aid of the Nairobi Hospice Cancer care for children.
Rising from the convention, H.E Chief Olusegun Obasanjo and H.E Thabo Mbeki issued a communiqué making
recommendations on how the Private and Public Sectors in Africa could engage in five critical thematic areas of
concern identified as;
1. Governance, Conflict Management and Nation Building
2. Striving to meet the Millennium Development

Goals
3. Gender and Development
4. Infrastructure, Information and Finance
5. Harnessing Intra-Africa Trade and Regional

Integration
In continuation of the initiative, the 3rd African
Governance, Leadership and Management is
scheduled to hold in 2012 with the theme “Towards
Sustainable Wealth and Job Creation: Challenges and
Possibilities for Africa”.

AFRICA
REGIONAL CONFERENCE

ON WATER

the critical challenge of providing
water for the large number of unserved and under-served in Africa by
addressing the Water infrastructure

T

he Africa Leadership Forum (ALF) in collaboration with
the Melody for Dialogue among Civilizations Association
(MDACA) and with the financial support of the United

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), organised a two-day Africa Regional Conference on
Water on November 30 and December 1, 2011 at the ALF
International Conference Centre, Ota, Nigeria. The main thematic
thrust of the conference was “Water: The Regional Challenge of
Our Future. Participants were drawn from various parts of Africa
and represented civil society, multilateral organisations, public policy
makers, academics, youth leaders, students, and the media. In
attendance at the Conference were participants from different walks
of life. There were Professors and students, managers and other
consumers of water.
The conference was convened as part of the on-going efforts aimed
at increasing stakeholders' collaboration on water sustainability in
Africa; Contributing to efforts aimed at raising levels of public
awareness on water utilization in Africa by 2015; contributing
towards Improved advocacy for concrete actions on water
management by decision makers in Africa
The conference reviewed the challenges of climate change and
sustainable water management in Africa particularly identifying the
critical problems related to sustainable water management, assessing
trends, and developing recommendation for solutions while
providing strategies to mitigate and adapt to the impact of climate
change.
The conference also examined how enhancing Integrated Watershed
Management can help in developing natural resources and
converting them to productive assets to secure livelihoods. It further
highlighted good practices that can be replicated across African
communities with regard to natural resources, their management and
livelihoods.
Participants also reviewed Water Infrastructure in Africa focusing on

deficits.
In line with its objective to provide a platform for the
development, promotion and sharing of indigenous
technologies and solutions to Africa's water challenges, two
poster presentations were made at the meeting. A presentation
on the comparative study of grey water treatment using
Moringa oleifera and Aluminium Hydroxide Chloride was
designed to help local communities treat water using
technology that is cheap and readily available. It demonstrated
how water sourced from hand basins, showers, baths, laundry
tubes and kitchen sinks can be treated for drinking. A second
presentation assessed the physico - chemical and biological
characteristics of the Oke Afa Canal, Ejigbo Local Government
Area of Lagos State, Nigeria, highlighting the health implications
of water pollution caused by industrial activities in African urban
areas. It concluded that there is high probability of infiltrations of
pathogenic bacteria into underground water of residential homes
built close to the canal.
The conference also received a presentation from The World
Water Assessment Programme on the preliminary results of the
African Water Report, which is one of the important regional
reports that will be included in the 4th edition of the World Water
Development Report (WWDR4).
Another high point of the meeting was the use of music as a tool
for advocacy on water issues. A music drama composed specially
for the conference was performed by Nigerian musician, Ara. Ara's
performance, with the theme 'The Breath of Water holds Life',
focused on the essence of preserving water and keeping it clean to
save lives. The performance, held at the conference hall of the ALF
in Ota, Ogun State, attracted a wide range of guests including
policy makers, representatives of civil society organisations, media
practitioners, and students. As a result of its appeal, it was
repeatedly aired on several Nigerian television stations.

PARTNERS

G

oodwill and integrity are hallmarks of measuring how a CSO
is accepted and partnered with. ALF has, through exemplary
conduct and meticulous execution of programmes, attracted
an avalanche of CSOs with similar or atimes divergent mandates,
asking for its hands of fellowship.
For 22 years, the list of partners across the various regions of the
world is inexhaustible. From individuals, charities, to multi-national
agencies and organisations to non-governmental organisations and
development agencies, to foreign government embassies, the
goodwill has been innumerable.
Those who partnered with the Forum in the past included, but not
limited to, Carnegie Corporation of New York, The United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), Daewoo Corporation of Korea,
The World Bank, Rockefeller Foundation, the German Foundation
for Development, Friedrich Naumann Foundation, Mac Arthur
Foundation, Canadian International development Agency (CIDA),
European Commission, Global Coalition for Africa, Friedrich Ebert
Foundation, the Economic Commission for Africa, the Danish
International Development Agency (DANIDA), the United State
Agency for International Development and the Catholic
Organisation for Relief and Development (CORDAID), to corporate
bodies like Tower Aluminium, John Holt, Shell Petroleum and Julius
Berger,dRPC and countless individuals too numerous to mention,
ALF has with wide cultural perspective and universal overtone,
dictated the pace of integration and internalisation of civil society
content in social, economic and political reformation in Africa.
In 2009, we continued to build on previous networks by interfacing
and collaborating on the following programmes and agencies in
furtherance of our quest for good governance and equalisation of
opportunities.
i. United Nations Global Compact Local Network in Nigeria
The Africa Leadership Forum, in collaboration with Nigeria
Economic Summit Group and Nigeria Institute of International
Affairs, all of Global Compact Local Network in Nigeria, organised
the 2009 UN Global Compact Regional Conference for Africa. It was

held between March 16 and 19, 2009, at Sheraton Hotel, Ikeja Lagos, Nigeria with the theme, “Business taking a stand in the
fight against corruption”. The meeting presented a unique
opportunity for participants to benefit from discussions on the
subject of business challenges, opportunities and approaches
to collectively tackle corruption. The objective of the
workshop was to equip business leaders and Global Compact
Local Network Focal Points from Africa with practical
collective action, tools and strategies to counter corruption in
business operations.
The conference had two days of closed meetings (March 16 and
17) in which companies examined how to utilise collective
action to counter corruption and introduce new collective
action strategies/ tools for business operations.
The participants were drawn from the public sector, the
organised private sector, development partners, civil society
and UNGC networks from Africa and around the world.
ii. Global Social Entrepreneurship Competition (GSEC).
In 2009, Africa Leadership Forum accepted the invitation to be
an outreach partner for The Global Business Centre of the
University Of Washington Foster School Of Business, with
regards to the 2010 Global Social Entrepreneurship
Competition (GSEC).
GSEC engages creative minds around the world to encourage
bolder and less conventional business solutions to global
poverty. The Competition was opened to students around the
globe and across different fields of study. GSEC plans were
judged on the quality of life in the developing world, financial
sustainability, and implementation feasibility.
The business ideas focussed on any industry area, such as global
health, environment, technology, agriculture, and education.
Multidisciplinary teams were also highly encouraged.

iii. ALF, Gender Is My Agenda Campaign (GIMAC) and Femmes
Africa Solidarite (FAS):
The ALF has been an active member of the Gender Is My Agenda
Campaign (GIMAC), Network coordinated by Femmes Africa
Solidarite (FAS), since 2001.
The strategy behind the formation of GIMAC entails influencing,
and sometimes inducing support from Africa's political leaders and
principals as a basis for infusing a gender perspective to the
continent's agenda of transformation. This strategy was crucial in
the early years of the transformation of the African Union because it
enabled women to seize the opportunity presented by the desire for
change within the continent. It also opened a door for their
engagement with the reflection that was taking place in terms of
defining the appropriate framework for putting Africa on the path of
reconstruction and development.
Out of this strategy has emerged a vigorous campaign for gender
mainstreaming involving numerous African women's networks that
have grown stronger over time. With keen interest to have African
leaders committed to gender mainstreaming at the onset of the
creation of the African Union, women networks, coordinated by
FAS, organised the 1st Pre-Summit strategic consultation on
mainstreaming gender and women's effective participation in the
run up to the first African Union Summit in June 2002.
The ALF assisted the meeting in crafting the various engagement
strategies adopted in getting the African heads of state to infuse
gender perspective into the activities and programmes of the new
Union including the adoption of gender parity principle in the
selection and appointment of the key officer of the Africa Union
Commission (AUC).
The ALF has participated in all the 12 pre-summit meetings (2001th
2009) of the network and in fact hosted and coordinated the 5
Consultative Meeting in Abuja, in January 2005. This consultation
adopted the Abuja Recommendations for Civil Society Monitoring
and Evaluation of the Solemn Declaration.
The ALF played a prominent role in the drafting and eventual
adoption of the Solemn Declaration on Gender Equality in Africa
(SDGEA), during the first Heads of State Gender Summit which
took place in June 2004 at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The ALF is also the
focal point of the network in charge of governance and leadership
issues. In 2009, the Executive Director of Africa Leadership Forum
went to Mozambique as part of GIMAC delegation to give the
African gender award to the president of Mozambique.
iv. World Bank International Essay Competition
The ALF has been involved as a partner in the execution of the World
Bank International Essay Competition since 2006 and also serves as
part of the jury as well as a member of the Steering Committee. In
2009, ALF also participated in the WB Essay Competition in Seoul,
South Korea. The World Bank launched the International Essay
Competition in the year 2004. The Essay Competition is an annual,
worldwide competition targeting young adults between 18 to 25
years and managed by the World Bank Office in Paris. The
competition is designed and implemented in partnership with
Country Offices of the World Bank and Public Information Centres
(PIC), in 84 countries, as well as partners representing universities,
NGOs and youth organisations all over the world. Other partners
that work with ALF on this project include
· Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
· Cities Alliance
· UN Habitat
· United Cities and Local Governments
· Cairo University, Egypt
· Jadavpur University, India
· National Autonomous University of Mexico

· Conciencia Argentina
· The Glocal Forum
· AEGEE Europe
· AIESEC International
· Junior Achievement Worldwide
· Researchers Alliance for Development (RAD)
· Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Due to the publicity strategy adopted by ALF in the last four years,
Nigeria has been producing the largest number of entries except in
2008 when she was beaten to second position by USA. In 2007, a
Nigerian came third at the global competition, while in 2009,
Nigeria also produced a finalist. As part of our contribution to
capacity enhancement of the winners, the ALF has offer to provide
leadership capacity training for all finalists from Nigeria which we
have done for three consecutive years
v.Hexagonal Brain Project (IAFTG)
The International Academy For The Gifted (IAFTG), in
partnership with Africa Leadership Forum conceptualise a project
titled “Hexagonal Brains: Identifying And Building The Next
Generation African Geniuses And Leadership.” It seeks to
identify, develop and celebrate indigent gifted young people across
the country that would be supported to achieve their capabilities
and potentials and further empower them to become world class
geniuses and leaders. The Project is expected to commence fully in
2010 after all logistics and administrative requirements of the
project have been straightened out between both parties.
vi. HP/UNIDO
A train the trainers' (TOT), workshop was conducted for the EDC
faculty members in July, 2009. Discussion with UNIDO on the
deployment of COMFAR - Computer Model for Feasibility
Analysis and Reporting also got to an advanced stage as the year
was paling out. This is a software application developed by UNIDO
for the analysis and appraisal of investment projects of any kind.
It can be used for the analysis of investments of new projects and
the expansion or rehabilitation of existing enterprises. Both
programmes GET IT and COMFAR are regarded as value
additions of the EDC, Lagos. It emphasises the capacity of EDC,
Lagos innovation on impacting on the lives and businesses of
clients.
development Research Project Centre (dRPC),Kano
At the twilight of 2010, the dRPC ,Kano, through the Reproductive
Health Advocacy Project, partnered with the ALF on a study tour of
three South West states-Lagos, Ogun and Osun .It was a project
meant to explore best practices, share new knowledge of maternal
and child health issues in consonance with MDGs and interact
with policy makers in these states.
With the support of the David and Lucille Packard Foundation, the
ALF and dRPC designed and conducted a study tour targeting
senior level policy makers to understudy and learn about best
practices in maternal health policy formulation, implementation
and evaluation Monday, December 13 and Saturday, December 18,
2010.
It was attended by 21 Health Administrators drawn from seven
Northern states of Borno, Jigawa, Kano, Gombe, Zamfara, Yobe and
Kaduna. The attendees were Senior Medical Officers and policy
makers made up of Directors and Consultants with responsibility
for maternal and health programmes in their respective states.

NEWSLINE
Africa Leadership Forum hosts Water Confab

W

orried by the dearth of potable water in many regions of the
world and the growing threat to fresh water supply by
climate change, Africa Leadership Forum (ALF) will on
November 30, 2011 play host to a water conference, aimed at increasing
public awareness on water utilisation and management in Africa, which
precedes the global event holding in New York next year.
The two-day programme titled “Water: The Regional Challenge of Our
Future” is in partnership with France based, Melody for Dialogue among
Civilisations Association (MDACA) and supported by United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO).
Former President of Nigeria, Olusegun Obasanjo, will be the guest of
honour and will deliver the keynote address. Participants are expected
from various regions of Africa including civil society, public and private
organisations as well as media.

Harnessing agriculture for national development

I

With the creation of new development plans by successive
governments over the years, rural development became viewed as a
panacea to National development yet it turns out that all the projects
that have been created for agricultural development has yielded below
projections. As the pivotal role agriculture plays in nation's
development cannot be over-flogged, the need to understand its
problems, proffer constructive solutions and generate policies that
would revamp the sector remains a major cause for concern by all.
During one of the sessions, Dr. Diran Akinleye of the Department of
Economics, University of Lagos, looking at 'A review of the rural
development initiatives in Nigeria', revealed that one of the major
problems of rural development in Nigeria is the lack of an effective
programme of action and appropriate institutional arrangements for
the execution.
The 'Roles of national and state assemblies in ensuring agricultural and
rural development in Nigeria', explored by Prof. Bola Okuneye, an
agricultural and environmental economist from University of
agriculture, Abeokuta brought to fore productive ways through which
the participants can contribute to how the parliamentarians can come
up with policies, programmes and projects that can assist the
executives to impact positively on the people that they represent. He
revealed the need to know how agriculture can be made to meet up
with the expected roles it should play and how it can play such roles.

n every democratic government, the legislature is indispensable for
the development process . It further serves as a bulwark of the other
two arms of the government while checkmating their activities.
For all of these apparatus of good governance to deliver results, there is
the necessary network of behind the scene players who make sure that
the wheels of democracy turns smoothly. This would only be possible
when these persons are able to understand the intricacies involved in
acting their parts efficiently. The support staff of the National and State
Houses of Assembly has over time worked with equitable amount of
knowledge and information on germane issues that affects their day to
day activities .

These support staffs were enlightened about the dangers of food
insecurity, the global food crises, its root causes and impact on less
developed countries so as to aid them by drawing up policies that will
inform legislative action. To encourage beneficial networks amongst
the tiers of government and other stake-holders in the agriculture
development sector, 'Inter-agency Strategies for Policy
Implementation in Agriculture', was discussed.

The Parliament has broad oversight functions and is empowered to
establish committees, scrutinize bills and pass them, as well as the
conduct of government officials amongst others, All these and more
cannot be carried out without the aid of their support staffs who are the
researchers, brief writers, assistants and others. The job of these
lawmakers are basically to bring about legitimate development through
the fostering integration and carrying out the expectations of the
populace.

I

To contribute to the effective parliamentary support system in Nigeria,
the African Leadership Forum (ALF) a not-for-profit organization with
a quest for effective leadership, initiated the Parliamentary Support
Programme (PSP). This project is aimed at helping staffs of the Nigerian
parliament to harness and make use of resources to achieve and maintain
optimum performance of their functions, thereby affecting
development.
However, the PSP, a three year project is worked into 12 different
workshops to span 2010-2012 with about 10 themes that range from the
Millennium Development Goals to the extractive industries.The theme
is exploring areas that are key to the development of the nation.
Declared open by the Deputy Director of the organization, Dr. Olumide
Ajayi, the 5th edition of the PSP with the theme: 'Agricultural
Development', afforded the participants an opportunity to critically
examine challenges they face in the process of carrying out their duties
in the parliament while also gaining a good amount of understanding of
issues surrounding agriculture development. Agriculture being a major
contributor to the Nigerian economy through employment creation,
income generation, foreign exchange to mention a few, has over the
years been affected adversely by poorly fashioned, ill-advised policies
and development schemes which has practically resulted in a no-result
rural development in the country.

Gender Mainstreaming and Budgeting

n furtherance of the Africa Leadership Forum's support to the
development of sustainable democratic institutions and
promotion of good governance in Nigeria in particular and Africa
at large, the ALF organised a capacity building workshop on Gender
Mainstreaming And Budgeting for staff of National and State
assemblies.
Held between Sunday, October 29 and Friday, November 4, 2011 at
the ALF secretariat in Ota, Ogun State, the workshop attracted 30
participants from 13 state houses of assembly across the nation,
representing the South South, South West, South East and the North
Central. Others are North West and North East. As it is with the ALF
programmes, resource persons were drawn from the academia, civil
society and the legislature.
While welcoming participants on the opening day of the programme,
the executive director of ALF, Mr Ayodele Aderinwale, said the
organisation launched the Parliamentary Support Institute for
Nigeria in 2005 to deliver capacity building programmes for state and
national parliaments. He said ''The free training programme was
conceived to equip participants with requisite technical skills
required to improve the performance of parliamentarians in their
oversight and legislative functions.'’
Aderinwale revealed that, '' The Africa Leadership Forum decided to
focus on training parliamentary support staff instead of legislators
due to the advantage of sustainability as support staff remain with
the assemblies even after legislators are voted out of office.'' He
encouraged participants to utilise the knowledge and experience
shared by resource persons. ''The resource persons are well schooled
in the areas of discourse. You are at liberty to ask them questions that
relate to the sessions they handle,''

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2011

2011
=N=

2010
=N=

282,209,789

339,369,326

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

168,040,288

173,008,844

PROGRAM EXPENSES

81,593,888

72,577,366

PROFESSIONAL & FINANCIAL CHARGES

2,755,919

36,460,828

COST OF OPERATION

252,390,095

282,047,037

RESULT OF OPERATION FOR THE YEAR

29,819,694

57,322,289
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Wouldyouliketobeourpartner?

Nomination Form
The Africa Leadership Forum is anxious to build up its dossier of knowledgeable and articulate individuals who can be
asked to participate in some of its sessions. Leadership for the Forum is not restricted to those in government offices. It
includes members of the executive of political parties; the second echelon of executive managers in the various aspects of
business; leading intellectuals; penultimate and second ranks of service heads in the military and directors in various arms of
the civil bureaucracy.
You can assist by sending the attached nomination form to people known to you for completion and forwarding same to us
by mail through this address:
The Executive Director
Africa Leadership Forum
P. O. Box 776, Ota, Nigeria
Tel: 234-(80) 345 43925
E-mail:info@africaleadership.org
Website: www.africaleadership.org
Please type or print clearly when filling in this form.
Surname:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
First Name:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth:__________________________________________________________Sex:_____________________________________________________
Nationality:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Occupation:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Home Address__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone:_____________________________________________________________Fax:____________________________________________________
Postal/Business Address:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tel:____________________________________________________________________ Fax:____________________________________________________
E-mail_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Pleasegivebriefcareerandeducationaldetails:
Professional Interest: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Other Non-Professional Interest: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Are you already on our mailing list? (Yes) (No)
Have you participated in any of our previous programmes? (Yes) (No)
If yes, indicate: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Any additional information?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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